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The ideal board for timber frame?

For over 40 years European timber construction companies have been using 
fermacell board for a professional and economical finish. This wealth of 

experience and close working partnerships has led to Fermacell UK developing 

constructions and applications for timber-frame methods, while the board’s 

characteristics, such as stability, density and ease of installation make it ideal 

for high-performance timber constructions. 

Fermacell – founded in 1971 and now part of the multi-national Xella 

International group – offers approved systems for traditional timber building 

methods, prefabricated home designs and modular construction.

The combination of design innovation and 

ever-tighter Building Regulations mean 

construction materials need to save time 

and money on-site as well as offer a 

superior solution. 

A high performance building board 

produced using recycled gypsum, recycled 

cellulose fibres from waste paper and 

recycled water, fermacell literally has 

it all, combining the properties of solid 

blockwork with speed and flexibility – and 

offering excellent sound, fire, impact, 

racking and moisture resistance.

fermacell is also available in sizes up to 

6000mm x 2540mm sheets, making 

it ideal in both load-bearing and  

non-load-bearing solutions for walls, as 

well as acoustic flooring and robust ceiling 

solutions. So with one product offering all 

these benefits, specifying, logistics and 

installation are much easier.

The advantages of fermacell

Sound Insulating
Simple Party Wall constructions.

Environmentally Certified
Manufactured from  
recycled materials.

Impact Resistant
Reduces double layering  
or use of Sheathing Ply.

Ready to Decorate
Ready to accept paint, 

wallpaper, tiles.

Load-carrying
Up to 50kg per cavity fixing  

and 30kg per screw. 
Eliminates Noggings.

Fire Resistant 
60 mins fire resistance from  

single layer partitions. Class ‘0’ 
certification. European class A2.

Easy-to-fix
50% construction time saving. 

Can be nailed, stapled  
or screwed.

Rigid Structure
Category 1 racking resistance 
provided by 12.5mm fermacell.

Moisture Resistant
Suitable for humid areas.

Rapid Finishing
FST (Fine Surface Treatment) 
eliminates plastering trades.
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A load off your mind

With a load-carrying capacity of up to  

50kg per cavity fixing and 30kg per screw, 

fermacell gives greater flexibility as many 

items can be fixed directly to the boards 

rather than the sub-structure.

Takes the heat out of fire

fermacell minimises the inherent risk of 

fire with timber frame construction.

In fact, the Structural Timber Association 

has worked with the HSE and Chief Fire 

Officers Association to draw up a Code 

of Conduct during construction, and 

recommends options for replacing OSB 

as the sheathing board with a Euroclass 

A1 or A2 fire-resistant material – such as 

fermacell.

With up to 60 minutes’ fire resistance from 

single layer partitions, fermacell boards 

carry Class ‘O’ certification and have been 

approved under ETA 03/0050, with an 

Euroclass A2 classification.

fermacell have fire rated solutions for 

load-bearing  and non-load-bearing 

constructions, as well as K fire ratings and 

assessments for non-standard details.

Contact Fermacell technical department 

for the correct fixing method for the fire 

rating required.

Hear the difference

fermacell offers greater acoustic 

performance with fewer layers than, for 

instance, plasterboard constructions – 

enabling slimmer partitions and simple 

Party Wall construction. A single layer of 

12.5 mm fermacell to either side of a timber 

stud achieves Rw41dB of sound insulation. 

(Without any additional insulation material).

Make moisture less of a problem

As it is suitable for use in relative humidity 

of up to 80%, using fermacell means you’ll 

have fewer problems with warping – and 

thus less wastage. 

It’s also been independently tested as a 

rainscreen-backer board for Vented and 

EWI systems, so the same board can be 

used inside and out. (For specific details 

of how fermacell can be used in external 

systems, see page 14).

Easy construction

Although it outperforms other boards in 

so many ways, fermacell is really simple to 

use. And as it provides a ready-to-decorate 

finish, with no wet trades needed, it helps 

reduce time and cost both off- and on-site!

fermacell boards can be scored and 

snapped or cut using a circular or jigsaw, 

and can be nailed, stapled or screwed in 

place. Because of the density of the board, 

fermacell self-countersinking screws 

should be used. 

A tough act to follow

Compared with other materials, fermacell 

displays impressive impact resistance. 

In fact, a 12.5mm partition on steel studs 

was tested to BS 5234-2:1992 it achieved a 

Severe duty rating. 

That means there’s less risk of damage 

during manufacture, in transit and 

throughout installation – reducing wasted 

time and costly repairs.

The right qualifications

fermacell is produced in Europe to 

the highest international standards, 

independently tested and third party 

accredited by BBA, ETA and the Eco 

Institute in Cologne. As a result, our board 

has been used in many diverse applications 

from military accommodation, schools, 

hospitals and 5-star hotels to temporary 

buildings for site offices.

Environmental excellence

fermacell is one of the most 

environmentally-friendly construction 

materials around – it’s made from recycled 

papers and gypsum, and the manufacturing 

process itself is fully recycling – and any 

waste can be recycled too. So it’s perfect if 

you’re meeting stringent eco standards.
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The biggest advantage of all?

One of fermacell’s most significant advantages over other materials is its unique 

LFB (large board size) – a full 6000mm x 2540mm. It means panels can be cut to the 

perfect size, eliminating joints and making them more airtight and thermally efficient – 

particularly important with closed panel systems. 

It also means less wastage as well as less time and labour in the factory, leading to 

reduced production costs.

CERTIFICATE 13/5044

Certification

   BBA certificate No 90/2439 

   DN EN ISO : 14001 

   ISO9001

   Recycled content to ISO 14021: newspaper and gypsum recovered from  
desulphurisation plants 

   ETA – 03/0050: Nr. Z-1/746-1/04 

   EWC – European Waste Catalogue Ref listing REF – NO 1708 02 

   Life expectancy = life of the building 

   Environmental certification: Rosenheim Institute Ecology Certificate 

   eco INSTITUT – Quality Assurance 

   Greenspec – Material Details 

   GreenGuide   

- England  

- Wales  

- Scotland

Full details of the environmental performance of fermacell boards can be found in the relevant 

EPD (Environmental Product Declaration) brochure and the publication Green Building KPIs.

Benefits/Benchmarking
Compared to brick and traditional  

building methods.

 Reduced construction time.

 Reduced waste.

 Increased productivity.

 Perfect for off-site production.

  Reduced inconvenience to neighbours.

 Defects – easily fixed.

 Customer satisfaction.

  Very effective in terms of function,  

quality, time, cost, operative safety  

and the productive use of labour and 

other materials.

  Offers opportunity to substantially 

improve project performance.

  Can match house-builders needs with 

available technologies to maximise 

construction efficiency.

  Gives the ability to carry out pre-installation 

trials, exposing potential interface problems 

and improving project predictability/reliability.

  Reduced risk of damage by follow  

on trades.

 Recycling of materials is easier.

 Better control of atmospheric pollution.

  Standardised method statements  

and risk assessments.

  No VOC emissions. 

  Solar gain protection.

  Breathable product.

 

fermacell  
The Orange Book

August 2014 

 

fermacell 
External wall solutions
Render or rainscreen, fermacell has the answer.
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DATA, NOMINAL VALUES

Dimensional tolerances at constant humidity – Board dimensions

Length + 0 / -2mm

Width + 0 / -2mm

Diagonal difference < 2mm

Thickness: 10 / 12.5 / 15 / 18 ± 0.2mm

Nominal density

Nominal density (production target) 1150 ± 50kg/m3

Additional data

Vapour Diffusion Resistance EN ISO 12572 13

Thermal conductivity 0.32 W/mK

Specific heat capacity c 1.1 kJ/kgK

Brinell hardness 30 N/mm2

Swelling after 24 hrs saturation < 2%

Thermal co-efficient of expansion 0.001%/K

Expansion/shrinkage on alteration of the relative humidity of 30% (20°C) 0.25mm/m

Moisture content at 65% relative air humidity and 20°C air temperature 1.3%

Construction material category according EN 13501-1 A2-s1, d0

pH value 7-8

fermacell Technical Data

Load carrying
Load-carrying capacity of fermacell walls

fermacell Gypsum Fibreboards 
(thickness)(1)

Loadbearing strength in kg (2)  

NB: Factor of safety 2

Picture hooks fixed by nails
Screw with 
cont. thread  
5mm dia. (3) 

Toggle 
Bolt/Cavity 
Fixing (4) 

10mm 15 25 35 20 40

12.5mm 17 27 37 30 50

12.5 + 10mm 20 30 40 35 60

15mm 18 28 38 30 55

18mm 20 30 40 35 60

(1)  Maximum stud centres = 50 x board thickness.  

N.B. Where fixings are less than 500mm apart, reduce the load per fixing by 50%. If a stud support separates the 

fixings, then use the full loadbearing strength shown above. 

(2)  Safety factor: 2 (Static load with relative humidity of up to 85%). 

(3)  Depth of cupboard or shelves: max. 350mm.

(4)  Standard toggle bolt with > 4mm dia. screw. (The toggle bolt manufacturer’s instruction should be followed.)

Exposure to weather

fermacell boards should not be left exposed to direct weathering for more than 14 days. 

After this time it must be protected with a breather membrane or similar, before the 

fitting of any final external system. If severe weather is expected during the first 14 days, 

the boards must be protected immediately. If the boards absorb any moisture ensure they 

are allowed to fully dry out before installation.
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Modification factors applicable  

to BS5268-6.1 design:

   K101
 (nail diameter) - NOT applicable  

- tested with 2.9mm x 50mm long nails

   K102
 (variation in nail spacing) - NOT 

applicable - linear interpolation may be  

used between the tested values

   K103
 (board thinkness) - NOT applicable  

- tested with 12.5mm board thinkness

   K104
 (height) - applicable

   K105
 (length) - applicable

   K106
 (openings) - applicable

   K107
 (vertical load) - applicable - proven  

via load testing on fermacell clad panels

   K108
 (interaction) - applicable
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Comparison Racking Chart: fermacell v OSB

Structural performance of fermacell - Racking

fermacell has excellent racking performance. Independent testing at Lucideon (formerly CERAM) proves that 12.5mm fermacell board 

meets Category 1 racking performance. This then eliminates the need for typical double layer systems such as OSB and plasterboard. 

So fermacell gives any construction – and particularly timber frame units – enormous structural strength. 

Characteristic strength and stiffness values of fermacell Gypsum 

Fibreboard in N/mm2 for design calculation according to EN 1995-1-1 

and WN 1993-1-1: See ETA document.

Thickness of board in mm

10 12.5 15 18

Perpendicular to the plane of the board

Bending f 
m,k

4.6 4.3 4.0 3.6

Shear f 
v,k

1.9 1.8 1.7 1.6

In plane of the board

Bending f 
m,k

4.3 4.2 4.1 4.0

Tension f 
t,k

2.5 2.4 2.4 2.3

Compression f 
c,k

8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5

Shear f 
v,k

3.7 3.6 3.5 3.4

12.5mm single boards 12.5mm double boards

Design Code 150mm 100mm 50mm 150mm 100mm 50mm

Racking  

resistance 

(unloaded)

BS5268-6.1 (Rb) 

(9mm OSB/3)

1.72kN/m 

(1.68kN/m)

2.11kN/m 

(2.10kN/m)

3.12kN/m 

(2.80kN/m)

1.98kN/m 

(2.52kN/m)

2.47kN/m 

(3.15kN/m)

4.22kN/m 

(4.20kN/m)

EN1995-1-1 

(Fv,Rk)*
2.58kN/m 2.09kN/m 4.85kN/m 2.97kN/m - 5.64kN/m

British Standard Results and EN Calculations

Eurocode 5 Calculation Figures

2.8

3.12

2.1

2.11

1.68

1.72

4.22

4.2

0 0.5 1 4.51.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

2 ply 50mm  

perimeter  

nailing

1 ply 50mm  

perimeter  

nailing

1 ply 150mm  

perimeter  

nailing

1 ply 100mm  

perimeter  

nailing

12.5mm fermacell

9mm OSB/3

Modulus calculations (Permit No. ETA-03/0050: 
European Technical Approval)

E-Modulus perpendicular to the  
board surface

3800 N/mm2

E-Modulus parallel to the  
board surface

3800 N/mm2

E-Modulus tension 3800 N/mm2

E-Modulus compression 3800 N/mm2

Shearing modulus G perpendicular  
to the board surface

1600 N/mm2

Shearing modulus G bending in the 
board surface

1600 N/mm2

* Fv,Rk values derived as a 5% fractile value from the racking tests, using procedure given in EN-14358-Timber Structures.

Modification factors applicable to EN1995-1-1 (Eurocode 5) design:

   To determine a design value for use in racking calculations to Method A in EC5 the characteristic racking resistance above should be 

divided by a partial materials factor  Y
m

 -> (gamma m) = 1.3 and multiplied by k
mod

 = 1.1. The wind loading will also be multiplied by a 

partial loading factory.
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A solid choice for open panel systems

In the UK, the majority of timber frame 

systems are of the simple, open panel type. 

These are structurally engineered panels 

that form the inside load-bearing leaf of 

the cavity wall, and are made from treated 

softwood framing, overlaid with a sheet 

of material known as sheathing to add 

structural strength.

With its inherent racking strength, 12.5mm 

fermacell makes the ideal sheathing 

choice, with a breather membrane acting 

as weather protection.

The panels are installed open on-site, 

where windows and door frames will be 

added. Once the building is weather tight, 

electrics and plumbing are installed before 

any insulation is added between the studs, 

prior to a vapour barrier (as required) and 

the internal lining.

This is often plasterboard, but using another 

layer of fermacell instead not only adds 

extra strength but also enables simple fixing 

of internal features. Thanks to its hanging 

strength of up to 50kg per cavity fixing, 

items such as radiators, cupboards and TVs 

can be installed and repositioned easily.

1. fermacell 12.5mm square edge board.

2.  Timber stud size and spacing to suit 

loading requirements, with appropriate 

head and foot plate to manufacturers 

guidelines.

3.  Insulation to timber studs optional as 

per specification.

4. See page 17 for fixing options.

NB. Vapour barriers and breather membranes should 

be installed as required.

fermacell Open Panel System

2

4

1 3

Diagram A

2

4

1 3
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Making closed panel systems even better

Closed panel and Structural Insulated 

Panel (SIPS) systems are a more advanced 

method of construction offering many 

advantages over basic, open panels – so 

it makes sense to choose fermacell high 

performance board for their construction.

There are two types of closed panel wall 

systems – non-battened or battened to the 

inside face.

Diagram B shows the non-battened type, 

a simple primary structure consisting of 

the timber frame and a layer of 12.5mm 

fermacell on both sides. Rigid or wool 

insulation is enclosed between the two, and 

a breather membrane added to any side 

being used as an exterior face.

1. fermacell 12.5mm square edge board.

2.  fermacell/internal lining board with 

vapour control layer if required.

3.  Timber stud size and spacing to suit 

loading requirements, with appropriate 

head and foot plate to manufacturers 

guidelines.

4.  Insulation to timber studs optional as 

per specification

 5.  See page 17 for fixing options.

NB. Vapour barriers and breather membranes should 

be installed as required.

fermacell Closed Panel System - No Battens

Diagram B

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4
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1. fermacell 18mm square edge board.

2.  Timber stud size and spacing to suit 

loading requirements, with appropriate 

head and foot plate to manufacturers 

guidelines.

3.  Insulation to timber studs as per 

specification

4. See page 17 for fixing options.

NB. Vapour barriers and breather membranes should 

be installed as required.

Party wall single fermacell Layer System

10

1.  fermacell 12.5mm square edge board 

with breather membrane.

2.  fermacell/internal lining board with 

vapour control layer if required.

3.  Timber stud size and spacing to suit 

loading requirements, with appropriate 

head and foot plate to manufacturers 

guidelines.

4.  Insulation to timber studs optional as 

per specification

 5.  See page 17 for fixing options.

6.  Vapour barrier.

7. Timber battens size as required.

NB. Vapour barriers and breather membranes should 

be installed as required.

fermacell Closed Panel System - With Battens

   The battened panel shown in Diagram C differs in having an additional space between the internal vapour barrier and the layer of fermacell. 

   This void acts as a service zone, specifically allowing electrics and plumbing to be installed and accessed easily without disturbing  

the main insulated cavity. 

   It can also be used to add extra insulation, known as a closed cell ‘double layer’ construction, to achieve very low U Values. 

1

6

3

7

5

4

2

1

2

3

4

The fermacell party wall design is designed to make sure noise is kept to a minimum between dwellings. Diagram D shows a twin wall 

system consisting of two layers of fermacell on each outer side. These are combined in one unit with a 25 to 50mm cavity between. 

Alternatively a single 18mm design can be used.

Diagram C

Diagram D

1

6

3

7

5

4

2

1

2

3

4
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SIPS (Structurally Insulated Panel Systems)

Designed to offer excellent insulation from thinner panel thicknesses, SIPS panels rely on extreme airtightness with no cold bridging.  

With the largest board size available for fewer joints, fermacell is the ideal choice. Diagram E shows a typical SIPS panel using fermacell. 

fermacell can be used with PUR & PIR Systems. Please contact the fermacell technical department for further details.

1. fermacell 12.5mm square edge board.

2. Rigid insulation core.

3. fermacell 12.5mm square edge board.

fermacell Closed Panel SIPS System

Superior Spandrel Panels

These pre-assembled structural panels are 

designed to divide up shared roof space or 

to be used as an external gable end roof 

panel. They replace the need for a masonry 

wall, and fermacell spandrel panels can be 

used with Robust Details – the certification 

scheme for separating walls and floors in 

new build semi-detached houses, bungalows 

and flats. Please call our technical 

department for details.

As such, fermacell spandrel panels satisfy 

the sound and fire separating requirements of 

the Building Regulations, while being easy to 

install and reducing time and labour costs. And 

as it can withstand an amount of weathering, 

fermacell also minimises the need to replace 

water-damaged boards on-site. 

1 2

3

Diagram E

1 2

3
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fermacell’s High Performance Systems

The following pages show performance details for a number of configurations for timber frame systems incorporating fermacell. 

fermacell Timber walls - Non Loadbearing

* For a Fire Performance of a complete wall, please contact the Fermacell Technical Department.

** Up to Rw 20dB Sound Improvement as an independant lining.

NB. Duty rating based on comparison to equivalent tested fermacell system on a steel stud.
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System Specifications kg/m2 m mm mins R
w

Grade

1H13

Studs 89mm x 38mm @ 600mm centres
40 4.1 114 30 41 Severe

Facings 1 layer 12.5mm fermacell Board each side

Studs 75mm x 50mm @ 600mm centres
40 4.1 100 30 41 Severe

Facings 1 layer 12.5mm fermacell Board each side

Studs 75mm x 50mm @ 600mm centres
46 4.1 105 60 41 Severe

Facings 1 layer 15mm fermacell Board each side

1H11

Studs 89mm x 38mm @ 600mm centres

40 4.1 114 30 44 SevereFacings 1 layer 12.5mm fermacell Board each side

Insulation 40mm mineral stone wool density 30kg/m3

Studs 75mm x 50mm @ 600mm centres

41 4.1 95 30 44 SevereFacings 1 layer 12.5mm fermacell Board each side

Insulation 40mm mineral stone wool density 20kg/m3

1H22

Studs 89mm x 38 @ 600mm centres

41 4.1 114 60 44 SevereFacings 1 layer 12.5mm fermacell Board each side

Insulation 70mm mineral stone wool density 35kg/m3

Studs 75mm x 50mm @ 600mm centres

40 4.1 100 60 44 Severe
Facings 1 layer 12.5mm fermacell Board each side

Insulation
40mm mineral stone wool density 45kg/m3 or  

60mm mineral stone wool density 30kg/m3

1H13 - Independent Lining

Studs 75mm x 50mm @ 600mm centres

26 3 87.5 n/a* ** SevereFacings 1 layer 12.5mm fermacell Board one side

Insulation 70mm mineral stone wool density 30kg/m3

Studs 89mm x 38mm @ 600mm centres

26 3 101.5 n/a* ** SevereFacings 1 layer 12.5mm fermacell Board one side

Insulation 40mm mineral stone wool density 30kg/m3

Solid Block/Brick Lining

For all Timber Systems refer to fixing table or the Fermacell Technical Department, specifically for fire rated partitions.
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System Specifications kN/stud kg/m2 m mm mins R
w

Grade

1HT11

Studs 89mm x 38mm @ 600mm centres

5.56 41 2.6 114 30 44 Severe
Facings 1 layer 12.5mm fermacell Board each side

Insulation
90mm mineral glass density 10kg/m3 or 

40mm mineral stone wool density 30kg/m3

Studs 75mm x 50mm @ 600mm centres

9.3 40 3 100 30 44 SevereFacings 1 layer 12.5mm fermacell Board each side

Insulation 40mm mineral stone wool density 30kg/m3

1HT22

Studs 89mm x 38mm @ 600mm centres

A 58 3 125 60 44 SevereFacings 1 layer 18mm fermacell Board each side

Insulation 90mm mineral stone wool density 30kg/m3

Studs 120mm x 45mm @ 600mm centres

10.8 48 3 150 60 44 SevereFacings 1 layer 15mm fermacell Board each side

Insulation 120mm mineral stone wool density 30kg/m3

Studs 140mm x 38mm @ 600mm centres

10 48 3 150 60 44 SevereFacings 1 layer 15mm fermacell Board each side

Insulation 140mm mineral stone wool density 30kg/m3

1HT22 - Twin Wall

Studs 89mm x 38mm @ 600mm centres

A 59 3 264 60 62 SevereFacings 1 layer 18mm fermacell Board each side

Insulation 90mm mineral stone wool density 30kg/m3

1HT23 - Twin Wall

Studs 2 x 89mm x 38mm @ 600mm centres

5.56 112 2.6 270 60 66 SevereFacings

2 layers 12.5mm fermacell Board inner side plus  

2 layers 12.5mm fermacell Board outer side. Inner 

cavity single layer may be timber based product. 

Refer to fermacell technical information

Insulation 2 x 90mm glass wool density 10kg/m3

3HT22

Studs 89mm x 38mm @ 600mm centres

A 31 3 116 60† 42 SevereFacings

1 layer 18mm fermacell Board inner side plus  

Timber Sheathing board to 9mm OSB, ply or similar 

outer side

Insulation 90mm mineral stone wool density 35kg/m3

Studs
75mm x 50mm or 70mm x 44mm  

@ 600mm centres

A 31 3 102 60† 42 Severe
Facings

1 layer 18mm fermacell Board inner side plus  

Timber Sheathing board to 9mm OSB, ply or similar 

outer side

Insulation 75mm mineral stone wool density 35kg/m3

13

fermacell Timber walls - Loadbearing

* 9mm Sheathing Board or 10mm fermacell board

A – Loading up to maximum for timber grade stress in accordance with EN 1995-1-1 and EN 1995-1-2
† † Refer to the Fermacell Technical Department for fixing option.

†  Fire rating from Fermacell side only

† †
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1. fermacell Powerpanel H
2
O.

2. Powerpanel H
2
O fixings. 

3. Render System by others.

4.  Supporting timber frame system  

by others.

5.  Insulation as per specification.

6.  Breather membrane to face of 

supporting frame as required.

Direct Render Powerpanel H
2
O System

System construction when installing Powerpanel H
2
O as a backing board for thin coat render systems. 

Can also be fixed to battens and incorporating a ventilation cavity (ventilated facades).

3

2

1

4
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Installation, Handling and Fixing fermacell
Handling

  All boards must be fully supported when 

being lifted and handled.

  Boards should be carried on edge.

  Care should be taken when lifting.

  Large sized boards should be 

mechanically lifted. In all cases refer to 

the relevant manual handling regulations. 

  For ceiling use, we recommend the use of 

mechanical board lifters.

  For full size boards we recommend the 

use of board lifting clamps.

  For panel sections an ‘A’ frame trolley can 

be used. It is recommended that there is 

some resilience in the wheel or support 

mechanism to reduce the risk of ‘jarring’ 

or ‘bumping’ during transport.

Board Preparation

  The boards must be stored in the factory /

site environment for a minimum of 24hrs 

prior to use to acclimatise them to the 

site conditions.

  fermacell boards come pre-sealed with a 

starch derivative.

Cutting

Hand or electric saw

  Boards can be cut using a hand or electric 

saw (blades should be tempered or 

Tungsten Carbide steel).

  When using electrical cutting tools, we 

recommend using a vacuum attachment to 

collect dust. Wear appropriate PPE.

  Saw blades should have fewer teeth and a 

slower saw speed.

Scoring & shaping

  Score using a fermacell Board Knife 

along a straight edge. Then break off the 

scored section.

  Scored and snapped edges can be smoothed 

off using a surform or a plane as required.

Installation

  fermacell may be installed in a number of 

different ways. For Timber Frames, it may 

be nailed, stapled or screwed.

  Specific fixing details are available from 

Fermacell UK; as each fixing method will  

require individual detailing, design and 

specification, especially in relation to fire 

performance.

  When fixing boards, it is imperative that 

the fixings are installed in a sequential 

manner so as NOT to induce additional 

stresses into the boards. These should 

be fixed from one side to the other, top to 

bottom, or from the middle outwards.

Fixing Overview

  Keep fixings at a minimum of 10mm off the 

edge of the board, and 50mm from corners.

  Boards can be fixed to timber sub frames 

using pneumatically fired staples or nails, 

or screwed using fermacell screws.

  When double boarding, the second layer can 

be screwed or stapled to the first layer.

  Square edges boards are mounted in 

sequence and if using the glue method 

each board is jointed as it is installed. Only 

the outer facing layer requires jointing.

  When fixing boards in a double height 

partition cross joints must be avoided by 

installing boards as show in diagram A 

and diagram C.

  When fixing boards, work the fixings from 

one side of the board to the other or from the 

centre outwards. Don’t fix the four corners 

first as this can over stress the board.

  Ensure that there is a gap at junctions with 

adjoining substrate (normally 3-5mm). 

This is filled later with a flexible sealant.

  All joints should be staggered by at least 

200mm, both horizontally and vertically.

  This applies to both layers of a double 

layer partition system.

  In double layered systems the first layer 

is tightly butt jointed and the outer layer 

is jointed as per fermacell guidelines. Any 

tapered edges in a covered lower layer 

must be filled with fermacell filler.

Fixing Sequence

Diagram C:  
Alternative fixing sequence.

Diagram D:  
Fixing sequence one man boards.

Diagram A:  
Recommended fixing sequence for double 

board height partitions.

Diagram B:  
Recommended fixing sequence in a double 

layer partition.

Layout of fermacell on a timber Subframe. 

Screws or staples may be used.
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fermacell boards can be jointed and finished in either of these ways to suit your construction.

1. Joining square edge wall boards (for glued butt joints with fermacell Jointstick)

Fix Bond Prepare Finish

3. Square edge & off-cut jointing (leave a 5-7mm gap and then filling fermacell Jointfiller)

Fix Leave a 5-7mm gap Fill Finish

2. Joining tapered edge wall boards (for glued butt joints with fermacell Jointfiller)

Fix Tape Fill Finish

fermacell boards can be cut in the following ways.

Hand sawElectric Saw Score and snap using a fermacell board knife

Internal Installation Techniques
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Board to Board Fixing
Diverging Staples. Maximum Row spacing 400mm 

Gauge ≥ 1.5mm, Head Width ≥ 10mm

fermacell screws. Gauge = 3.9mm 

Maximum Row spacing 400mm

Wall zone per m2 wall surface Length (mm) Spacing (mm) Use (no./m2) Length (mm) Spacing (mm) Use (no./m2)

10mm fermacell on 10mm fermacell 18 – 19 150 32 30 250 26

12.5mm fermacell on 12.5 or 15mm fermacell 21 – 22 150 32 30 250 26

15mm fermacell on 15mm fermacell 25 – 28 150 32 30 250 26

18mm fermacell to 18mm fermacell 31 – 34 150 32 40 250 26

Board Thickness
Staples (galvanised and resinated) 
Gauge ≥ 1.5mm, Head Width ≥ 10mm

fermacell screws 
Gauge = 3.9mm

Fixing fermacell to Ceilings Length (mm) Spacing (mm) Use (no./m2) Length (mm) Spacing (mm) Use (no./m2)

Timber – single layer 

10mm 

12.5mm 

15mm

 

≥30

≥35 

≥44

 

150

150 

150

 

30

25 

20

 

30

30 

40

 

200

200 

200

 

22

19 

16

Timber – double-layer /  

2nd layer into the sub-structure 

1st Layer: 10mm 

2nd Layer: 10mm 

1st Layer: 12.5mm 

2nd Layer: 12.5mm 

1st Layer: 15mm 

2nd Layer: 12.5mm or 15mm

 

≥30 

≥44 

≥35 

≥50 

≥44 

≥60

 

300 

150 

300 

150 

300 

150

 

16 

30 

14 

25 

12 

22

 

30 

40 

30 

40 

40 

40

 

300 

200 

300 

200 

300 

200

 

16 

22 

14 

19 

12 

16

Board Thickness
Staples (galvanised and resinated) 
Gauge ≥ 1.5mm, Head Width ≥ 10mm

fermacell screws 
Gauge = 3.9mm

Fixing fermacell to Walls Length (mm) Spacing (mm) Use (no./m2) Length (mm) Spacing (mm) Use (no./m2)

Wood – single layer 

10mm 

12.5mm 

15mm

 

≥30

≥35 

≥44

 

200

200 

200

 

16

12

12

 

30

30 

40

 

250

250 

250

 

13

10

10

Wood – 2 layered /  

2nd. layer into the stud 

1st Layer: 12.5mm 

2nd Layer: 10mm or 12.5mm

 

≥35 

≥50

 

400 

200

 

6

12

 

30 

40

 

400 

250

 

6

13

Board to Board Fixing
Diverging Staples. Maximum Row spacing 300mm 

Gauge ≥ 1.5mm, Head Width ≥ 10mm

fermacell screws. Gauge = 3.9mm 

Maximum Row spacing 400mm

Ceiling zone per m2 ceiling surface Length (mm) Spacing (mm) Use (no./m2) Length (mm) Spacing (mm) Use (no./m2)

10mm fermacell on 10mm fermacell 18 – 19 120 35 30 150 30

12.5mm fermacell on 12.5 or 15mm fermacell 21 – 22 120 35 30 150 30

15mm fermacell on 15mm fermacell 25 – 28 120 35 30 150 30

Fixing centres and usage on walls and ceilings

Typical guidance for fixing usage - per side and m2.

For additional information regarding the installation of fermacell refer to the fermacell Handy Guide.

Walls

Ceilings

  2.2mm diameter x 50mm long and 

suitable head size (minimum 5mm) 

at max 200mm centres for walls and 

150mm centres for ceilings.

For structural racking panels, nails must 

be minimum 2.9mm diameter x 50mm 

long and must be fixed at the centres 

shown on page 7, based on the specific 

racking tests.

  Nail fixing and fire performance - Refer 

to each system specification for the 

required fixing method to give the fire 

rating performance.

Nails - For nail fixing the minimum size and spacing should be:

NB: Standard fermacell drywall screws must not be used in 

external/sheathing applications.
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Health & Safety

At Fermacell UK, we take our responsibilities 

for the health of people seriously, which 

is why we strive to ensure that where 

possible all of our products are safe from 

an environmental and health viewpoint.

Due to the multifunctional nature of 

fermacell Gypsum Fibreboards, they 

are stored and used in both internal and 

external environments. Care must be taken 

when using fermacell and its associated 

accessories in areas of limited ventilation 

and around other working personnel. 

Although fermacell itself does not contain 

any dangerous chemicals, it is imperative 

that safe working practices are followed.

Health and Safety Executive Guidance Note 

EA44 outlines the general approach to 

control occupational exposure to airborne 

dust, but it should always be considered 

that good working practice will ensure that 

occupational exposure is minimised. When 

installing fermacell boards these include:

  Ensure good ventilation when cutting

  Use dust extractors where possible to 

minimise airborne dust contamination 

when cutting with power tools

  Use a dust mask that meets EN 149 

specifications

  Avoid contact of the dry products with the skin

  Irrigate eyes immediately with water in 

the event of contact with dust

  Always wash exposed skin after use

  Wear appropriate gloves and eye protection

fermacell Jointstik

Skin contact: Wipe off uncured product 

with a paper towel or cotton pad. Wash 

skin thoroughly with soapy water. Cured 

product should not be removed. Please note: 

should skin irritation persist seek medical 

assistance.

fermacell Fine Surface Treatment  
and Joint Filler

General information: Wash soiled clothing 

before reuse.

Inhalation: Inhalation of dust when mixing or 

sanding may cause short term irritation.  

Use a dust mask that meets EN 149 

specifications.

Skin contact: Flush and wash with water 

and soap.

Eye Contact: Rinse eyes immediately with 

clean water.

Ingestion: Drink plenty of milk or water.

Fix & Finish

Internal Finish

fermacell Jointstik

fermacell Joint Filler

fermacell Fine Surface Treatment
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Safe working habits and conditions also 

cover lifting of heavy materials (which 

should be undertaken in the correct 

manner using mechanical handling 

equipment where appropriate); cutting 

and handling of metal components (the 

wearing of gloves to avoid cuts and 

abrasions is recommended); and the 

avoidance of contact between the eyes and 

liquid products.

Occupational Exposure Standards (OES) 

are reviewed annually by the Health and 

Safety Executive in the light of any new 

medical evidence.

COSHH Data Sheets for all fermacell 

products including accessories are 

available, please contact our Technical 

Department on +44 (0) 121 311 3480 or 

email fermacell-uk@xella.com.

Storage for large format boards

  fermacell boards should be stored on 

bearers or stored flat. The bearer centres 

should be set at 35 x board thickness.

  Where fermacell is to be stored for 

long periods of time, then the boards 

should be stored flat to avoid cracking or 

sagging and should be kept dry.

  When boards are to be stored in multiples 

of 10 (up to a maximum of 150mm), the 

bearers must be set at support centres of 

35 x board thickness; with no more than 

100 sheets in a stack.

450mm max. for storage

  The bearer support face should be a 

minimum of 60mm.

  Ensure that the bearers are laid on a flat 

even surface, and that the bearers are all 

the same depth.

  Typical weight per pack of boards = 

2400kg (i.e. 10 x 15mm fermacell or  

15 x 10mm fermacell).

  Specialist vacuum tools and lifting  

appliances should be used with Large 

Format fermacell boards. Specialist 

extension forks on forklift trucks should 

also be used. In all cases check the lifting 

method is suitable for the weight and size 

of the pallet.

Please see the diagrams below for 

handling and storage guidance.

Where possible, fermacell boards should 

be stored on a flat level base. They should 

be protected from moisture; wet boards 

should be allowed to dry out completely 

on a level surface before use. The stacking 

of boards on their edges can lead to 

deformation of the boards and damage 

to the edges. Boards should generally be 

carried upright and the use of board lifters 

is advised when fitting boards to ceilings.

Storage

  Bearers must be kept in alignment 

vertically where ‘sets’ or ‘packs’ of 

fermacell are stored one on top of each 

other. This avoids point loads between 

boards in unsupported areas.

  Damp boards should not be used until 

they have dried out.

fermacell boards

450mm max. for storage

Support battens at maximum 450mm centres
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fermacell 

production sites 

in Germany, 

Spain and  

the Netherlands

A European business 
The fermacell product range is today 

manufactured in 5 factories across 

Germany, the Netherlands and Spain.

With sales operations across Europe 

and one in the Middle East, fermacell 

products are used in construction 

projects from Aberdeen to Sicily and 

from Madrid to Warsaw. UK and 

international case studies  

demonstrate that construction  

industry professionals across Europe 

understand and value fermacell as  

the “ultimate building board”.

Fermacell UK

Unit 2, The Courtyard

Reddicap Trading Estate

Sutton Coldfield

West Midlands, B75 7BU

Telephone: 0121 311 3480

Fax: 0121 311 1882

E-Mail: fermacell-uk@xella.com

www.fermacell.co.uk

Orejo Factory, Spain Calbe Factory, Germany Wijchen Factory, the Netherlands

All information and data is correct at the time of going to print. We reserve the right to make technical changes at any time.
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